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Abstract. The gurevich’s thesis stipulates that sequential abstract state
machines (asms) capture the essence of sequential algorithms. On an-
other hand, the bulk-synchronous parallel (bsp) bridging model is a well
known model for hpc algorithm design. It provides a conceptual bridge
between the physical implementation of the machine and the abstraction
available to a programmer of that machine. The assumptions of the bsp
model are thus provide portable and scalable performance predictions on
most hpc systems. We follow gurevich’s thesis and extend the sequential
postulates in order to intuitively and realistically capture bsp algorithms.
Key words: bsp, asm, parallel algorithm, hpc, postulates, cost model.

1 Introduction

1.1 Context of the work

Nowadays, hpc (high performance computing) is the norm in many areas but it
remains more difficult to have well defined paradigms and a common vocabulary
as it is the case in the traditional sequential world. The problem arises from the
difficulty to get a taxonomy of computer architectures and frameworks: there is
a zoo of definitions of systems, languages, paradigms and programming models.
Indeed, in the hpc community, several terms could be used to designate the
same thing, so that misunderstandings are easy. We can cite parallel patterns
[5] versus algorithmic skeletons [8]; shared memory (pram) versus thread con-
currency and direct remote access (drma); asynchronous send/receive routines
(mpi, http://mpi-forum.org/) versus communicating processes (π-calculus).

In the sequential world, it is easier to classify programming languages within
their paradigm (functional, object oriented, etc.) or by using some properties of
the compilers (statically or dynamically typed, abstract machine or native code
execution). This is mainly due to the fact that there is an overall consensus on
what sequential computing is. For them, formal semantics have been often stud-
ied and there are now many tools for testing, debugging, cost analyzing, software
engineering, etc. In this way, programmers can implement sequential algorithms
using these languages, which characterize properly the sequential algorithms.

This consensus is only fair because everyone informally agrees to what con-
stitutes a sequential algorithm. And now, half a century later, there is a growing
interest in defining formally the notion of algorithms [10]. Gurevich introduced

http://mpi-forum.org/
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an axiomatic presentation (largely machine independent) of the sequential algo-
rithms in [10]. The main idea is that there is no language that truly represents
all sequential algorithms. In fact, every algorithmic book presents algorithms
in its own way and programming languages give too much detail. An axiomatic
definition [10] of the algorithms has been mapped to the notion of abstract state
machine (asm, a kind of Turing machine with the appropriate level of abstrac-
tion): Every sequential algorithm can be captured by an asm. This allows a
common vocabulary about sequential algorithms. This has been studied by the
asm community for several years.

A parallel computer, or a multi-processor system, is a computer composed
of more than one processor (or unit of computation). It is common to clas-
sify parallel computers (flynn’s taxonomy) by distinguishing them by the way
they access the system memory (shared or distributed). Indeed, the memory
access scheme influences heavily the programming method of a given system.
Distributed memory systems are needed for computations using a large amount
of data which does not fit in the memory of a single machine.

The three postulates for sequential algorithms are mainly consensual. Never-
theless, to our knowledge, there is not such a work for hpc frameworks. First,
due to the zoo of (informal) definitions and second, due to a lack of realis-
tic cost models of common hpc architectures. In hpc, the cost measurement
is not based on the complexity of an algorithm but is rather on the execution
time, measured using empirical benchmarks. Programmers are benchmarking
load balancing, communication (size of data), etc. Using such techniques, it is
very difficult to explain why one code is faster than another and which one is
more suitable for one architecture or another. This is regrettable because the
community is failing to obtain some rigorous characterization of sub-classes of
hpc algorithms. There is also a lack of studying algorithmic completeness of
hpc languages. This is the basis from which to specify what can or cannot be
effectively programmed. Finally, taking into account all the features of all hpc
paradigms is a daunting task that is unlikely to be achieved [9]. Instead, a bottom
up strategy (from the simplest models to the most complex) may be a solution
that could serve as a basis for more general hpc models.

1.2 Content of the work

Using a bridging model [20] is a first step to this solution because it simplifies
the task of algorithm design, programming and simplifies the reasoning of cost
and ensures a better portability from one system to another. A bridging model
is an abstract model of a computer which provides a conceptual bridge between
the physical implementation of the machine and the abstraction available to
a programmer of that machine. We conscientiously limit our work to the bulk-
synchronous parallel (bsp) bridging model [1,18] because it has the advantage of
being endowed with a simple model of execution. We leave more complex models
to future work. Moreover, there are many different libraries and languages for
programming bsp algorithms, for example, the bsplib for c [11] or java [17],
bsml [?], pregel [12] for big-data, etc.
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Concurrent asms [3] try to capture the more general definition of asyn-
chronous and distributed computations. We promote a rather different “bottom-
up” approach consisting of restricting the model under consideration, so as to
better highlight the algorithm execution time (which is often too difficult to
assess for general models) and more generally to formalize our algorithms of
a bridging model at their natural level of abstraction, instead of using a more
general model then restrict it with an arbitrary hypothesis.

As a basis to this work, we first give an axiomatic definition of bsp algorithms
(algoBSP) with only 4 postulates. Then we extend the asm model [10] of com-
putation (asmBSP) for bsp. Our goal is to define a convincing set of parallel
algorithms running in a predictable time and construct a model that computes
these algorithms only. This can be summarized by algoBSP=asmBSP. An inter-
esting and novel point of this work is that the bsp cost model is preserved.

1.3 Outline

Many definitions used here are well known to the asm community. Recalling all of
them would be too long but they are available in the online technical report [22].

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In Section 2 we first re-
call the bsp model and define its postulates; Secondly, in Section 3, we give the
operational semantics of asmBSP and finally, we give the main result. Section 4
concludes, gives some related work and a brief outlook on future work.

2 Characterizing BSP algorithms

2.1 The BSP bridging model of computation

As the ram model provides a unifying approach that can bridge the worlds of
sequential hardware and software, so valiant sought [20] for a unifying model
that could provide an effective (and universal) bridge between parallel hardware
and software. A bridging model [20] allows to reduce the gap between an abstract
execution (programming an algorithm) and concrete parallel systems (using a
compiler and designing/optimizing a physical architecture).

The direct mode bsp model [1,18] is a bridging model that simplifies the
programming of various parallel architectures using a certain level of abstrac-
tion. The assumptions of the bsp model are to provide portable and scalable
performance predictions on hpc systems. Without dealing with low-level details
of hpc architectures, the programmer can thus focus on algorithm design only.
The bsp bridging model describes a parallel architecture, an execution model
for the algorithms, and a cost model which allows to predict their performances
on a given bsp architecture.

A bsp computer can be specified by p uniform computing units (proces-
sors), each capable of performing one elementary operation or accessing a local
memory in one time unit. Processors communicate by sending a data to every
other processor in g time units (gap which reflects network bandwidth ineffi-
ciency), and a barrier mechanism is able to synchronise all the processors in L
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time units (“latency” and the ability of the network to deliver messages under
a continuous load). Such values, along with the processor’s speed (e.g. Mflops)
can be empirically determined by executing benchmarks.

local
computations

p0 p1 p2 p3

communication

barrier

next super-step
...

...
...

...
Fig. 1. A bsp super-step.

The time g is thus for collectively deliv-
ering a 1-relation which is a collective ex-
change where every processor receives/sends
at most one word. The network can deliver
an h-relation in time g × h. A bsp compu-
tation is organized as a sequence of super-
steps (see Fig. 1). During a superstep, the
processors may perform computations on lo-
cal data or send messages to other processors.
Messages are available for processing at their
destinations by the next superstep, and each

superstep is ended with the barrier synchronisation of the processors.
The execution time (cost) of a super-step s is the sum of the maximal of

the local processing, the data delivery and the global synchronisation times. It
is expressed by the following formula: Cost(s) = ws + hs × g + L where ws =
max0≤i<p(wsi ) (where wsi is the local processing time on processor i during super-
step s), and hs=max0≤i<p(hsi ) (where hsi is the maximal number of words trans-
mitted or received by the processor i). Some papers rather use the sum of words
for hsi but modern networks are capable of sending while receiving data. The
total cost (execution time) of a bsp algorithm is the sum of its super-step costs.

2.2 Axiomatic characterization of BSP algorithms

Postulate 1 (Sequential Time) A bsp algorithm A is given by:
1. A set of states S(A);
2. A set of initial states I(A) ⊆ S(A);
3. A transition function τA : S(A)→ S(A).

We follow [10] in which states, as first-order structures, are full instantaneous
descriptions of an algorithm.

Definition 1 (Structure). A (first-order) structure X is given by:

1. A (potentially infinite) set U(X) called the universe (or domain) of X
2. A finite set of function symbols L(X) called the signature (language) of X
3. For every symbol s ∈ L(X) an interpretation sX such that:

(a) If c has arity 0 then cX is an element of U(X)

(b) If f has an arity α > 0 then f
X

is an application: U(X)α → U(X)

In order to have a uniform presentation [10], we considered constant symbols
in L(X) as 0-ary function symbols, and relation symbols R as their indicator
function χR. Therefore, every symbol in L(X) is a function. Moreover, partial
functions can be implemented with a special symbol undef , and we assume in
this paper that every L(X) contains the boolean type (¬, ∧) and the equality.
We also distinguish dynamic symbols whose interpretation may change from one
state to another, and static symbols which are the elementary operations.
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Definition 2 (Term). A term of L(X) is defined by induction :

1. If c has arity 0, then c is a term
2. If f has an arity α > 0 and θ1, . . . , θα are terms, then f (θ1, . . . , θα) is a term

The interpretation θ
X

of a term θ in a structure X is defined by induction on θ:

1. If θ = c is a constant symbol, then θ
X def

= cX

2. If θ = f (θ1, . . . , θα) where f is a symbol of the language L(X) with arity α > 0

and θ1, . . . , θα are terms, then θ
X def

= f
X

(θ1
X
, . . . , θα

X
)

A formula F is a term with the particular form true | false |R (θ1, . . . , θα) |¬F
|(F1 ∧ F2) where R is a relation symbol (ie a function with output true

X
or

false
X

) and θ1, . . . , θα are terms. We say that a formula is true (resp. false) in

X if F
X

= true
X

(resp. false
X

).
A bsp algorithm works on independent and uniform computing units. There-

fore, a state St of the algorithm A must be a tuple
(
X1
t , . . . , X

p
t

)
. To simplify, we

annotate tuples from 1 to p and not from 0 to p−1. Notice that p is not fixed for
the algorithm, so A can have states using different size of “p-tuples” (informally
p, the number of processors). In this paper, we will simply consider that this
number is preserved during a particular execution. In other words: the size of the
p-tuples is fixed for an execution by the initial state of A for such an execution.

If
(
X1, . . . , Xp

)
is a state of the algorithm A, then the structures X1, . . . , Xp

will be called processors or local memories. The set of the independent local
memories of A will be denoted by M(A). We now define the bsp algorithms as
the objects verifying the four presented postulates. The computation for every
processor is done in parallel and step by step.

An execution of A is a sequence of states S0, S1, S2, . . . such that S0 is an
initial state and for every t ∈ N, St+1 = τA(St). Instead of defining a set of final
states for the algorithms, we will say that a state St of an execution is final if
τA(St) = St, that is the execution is: S0, S1, . . . , St−1, St, St, . . . We say that an
execution is terminal if it contains a final state.

We are interested in the algorithm and not a particular implementation (eg,
the variables’ names), therefore in the postulate we will consider the states up
to multi-isomorphism.

Definition 3 (Multi-Isomorphism).
−→
ζ is a multi-isomorphism between two states

(
X1, . . . , Xp

)
and

(
Y 1, . . . , Y q

)
if

p = q and
−→
ζ is a p-tuple of applications ζ1, . . . , ζp such that for every 1 ≤ i ≤ p,

ζi is an isomorphism between Xi and Y i.

Postulate 2 (Abstract States) For every bsp algorithm A:

1. The states of A are p-tuples of structures with the same finite signature L(A);
2. S(A) and I(A) are closed by multi-isomorphism;
3. The transition function τA preserves p, the universes and commutes with

multi-isomorphisms.

For a bsp algorithm A, let X be a local memory of A, f ∈ L(A) be a dynamic
α-ary function symbol, and a1, . . . , aα, b be elements of the universe U(X). We
say that (f, a1, . . . , aα) is a location of X, and that (f, a1, . . . , aα, b) is an update
on X at the location (f, a1, . . . , aα). For example, if x is a variable then (x, 42) is
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an update at the location x. But symbols with arity α > 0 can be updated too.
For example, if f is a one-dimensional array, then (f, 0, 42) is an update at the
location (f, 0). If u is an update then X⊕u is a new structure of signature L(A)
and universe U(X) such that the interpretation of a function symbol f ∈ L(A) is:

f
X⊕u

(−→a )
def
=

{
b if u = (f,−→a , b)
f
X

(−→a ) otherwise

where we noted −→a = a1, . . . , aα. For example, in X⊕(f, 0, 42), every symbol has

the same interpretation than in X, except maybe for f because f
X⊕(f,0,42)

(0) = 42

and f
X⊕(f,0,42)

(a) = f
X

(a) otherwise. We precised “maybe” because it may be

possible that f
X

(0) is already 42.

If f
X

(−→a ) = b then the update (f,−→a , b) is said trivial in X, because nothing
has changed. Indeed, if (f,−→a , b) is trivial in X then X ⊕ (f,−→a , b) = X.

If ∆ is a set of updates then ∆ is consistent if it does not contain two
distinct updates with the same location. Notice that if ∆ is inconsistent, then
there exists (f,−→a , b), (f,−→a , b′) ∈ ∆ with b 6= b′ and, in that case, the entire set
of updates clashes:

f
X⊕∆

(−→a )
def
=

{
b if (f,−→a , b) ∈ ∆ and ∆ is consistent

f
X

(−→a ) otherwise

If X and Y are two local memories of the same algorithm A then there exists
a unique consistent set ∆ = {(f,−→a , b) | fY (−→a ) = b and f

X
(−→a ) 6= b} of non trivial

updates such that Y = X ⊕∆. This ∆ is called the difference between the two
local memories, and is denoted by Y 	X.

Let
−→
X =

(
X1, . . . , Xp

)
be a state of A. According to the transition function

τA, the next state is τA(
−→
X ), which will be denoted by (τA(

−→
X )1, . . . , τA(

−→
X )p). We

denote by ∆i(A,
−→
X )

def
= τA(

−→
X )i	Xi the set of updates done by the i-th processor

of A on the state
−→
X , and by

−→
∆(A,

−→
X )

def
= (∆1(A,

−→
X ), . . . ,∆p(A,

−→
X )) the “multiset”

of updates done by A on the state
−→
X . In particular, if a state

−→
X is final, then

τA(
−→
X ) =

−→
X , so

−→
∆(A,

−→
X ) =

−→
∅ .

Let A be a bsp algorithm and T be a set of terms of L(A). We say that
two states

(
X1, . . . , Xp

)
and

(
Y 1, . . . , Y q

)
of A coincide over T if p = q and for

every 1 ≤ i ≤ p and for every t ∈ T we have tX
i

= t
Y i

.
Postulate 3 (Bounded Exploration for Processors) For every bsp algo-

rithm A there exists a finite set T (A) of terms such that for every state
−→
X

and
−→
Y , if they coincide over T (A) then

−→
∆(A,

−→
X ) =

−→
∆(A,

−→
Y ), i.e. for every

1 ≤ i ≤ p, we have ∆i(A,
−→
X ) = ∆i(A,

−→
Y ).

T (A) is called the exploration witness [10] of A. If a set of terms T is
finite then its closure by subterms is finite too. We assume that T (A) is closed
by subterms and the symbol “true” should always be in the exploration witness
[10]. The interpretations of the terms in T (A) are called the critical elements
and we prove in [22] that every value in an update is a critical element:
Lemma 1 (Critical Elements). For every state

(
X1, . . . , Xp

)
of A, ∀i 1≤ i≤

p, if (f,−→a , b)∈∆i(A,
−→
X ) then −→a , b are interpretations in Xi of terms in T (A).

That implies that for every step of the computation, for a given processor, only
a bounded number of terms are read or written (amount of work).
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Lemma 2 (Bounded Set of Updates). For every state
(
X1, . . . , Xp

)
of the

algorithm A, for every 1≤ i≤p, |∆i(A,
−→
X )| is bounded.

Notice that for the moment we make no assumption on the communication
between processors. Moreover, these three postulates are a “natural” extension
of the ones of [10]. And by “natural”, we mean that if we assume that p = 1
then our postulates are exactly the same:

Lemma 3 (A Single Processor is Sequential). A bsp algorithm with a
unique processor (p = 1) is a sequential algorithm. Therefore algoseq ⊆ algoBSP.

We now organize the sequence of states into supersteps. The communication
between local memories occurs only during a communication phase. In order to
do so, a bsp algorithm A will use two functions compA and commA indicating
if A runs computations or if it runs communications.

Postulate 4 (Supersteps phases) For every bsp algorithm A there exists
two applications compA : M(A) → M(A) commuting with isomorphisms, and
commA : S(A)→ S(A), such that for every state

(
X1, . . . , Xp

)
:

τA
(
X1, . . . , Xp) =

{(
compA(X1), . . . , compA(Xp)

)
if ∃ 1 ≤ i ≤ p
such that compA(Xi) 6= Xi

commA

(
X1, . . . , Xp

)
otherwise

A BSP algorithm is an object verifying these four postulates, and we denote
by algoBSP the set of the bsp algorithms. A state

(
X1, . . . , Xp

)
will be said in

a computation phase if there exists 1 ≤ i ≤ p such that compA(Xi) 6= Xi.
Otherwise, the state will be said in a communication phase.

This requires some remarks. First, at every computation step, every processor
which has not terminated performs its local computations. Second, we do not
specified the function commA in order to be generic about which bsp library
is used. We discuss in Section 3.3 the difference between commA and the usual
communication routines in the bsp community.

Remember that a state
−→
X is said to be final if τA(

−→
X ) =

−→
X . Therefore, ac-

cording to the fourth postulate,
−→
X must be in a communication phase which is

like a final phase that would terminate the whole execution as found in mpi.
We prove that the bsp algorithms satisfy, during a computation phase, that

every processor computes independently of the state of the other processors:

Lemma 4 (No Communication during Computation Phases). For every
states

(
X1, . . . , Xp

)
and

(
Y 1, . . . , Y q

)
in a computing phase, if Xi and Y j have

the same critical elements then ∆i(A,
−→
X ) = ∆j(A,

−→
Y ).

2.3 Questions and answers

Why not using a bsp-Turing machine to define an algorithm?
It is known that standard Turing machines could simulate every algorithm.

But we are here interested in the step-by-step behavior of the algorithms, and
not the input-output relation of the functions. In this way, there is not a literal
identity between the axiomatic point of view (postulates) of algorithms and the
operational point of view of Turing machines. Moreover, simulating algorithms
by using a Turing-machine is a low-level approach which does not describe the
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algorithm at its natural level of abstraction. Every algorithm assumes elemen-
tary operations which are not refined down to the assembly language by the
algorithm itself. These operations are seen as oracular, which means that they
produce the desired output in one step of computation.

But I think there is too much abstractions: When using bsplib, messages received
at the past superstep are dropped. Your function commA does not show this fact.

We want to be as general as possible. Perhaps a future library would allow
reading data received n supersteps ago as the BSP+ model of [19]. Moreover,
the communication function may realize some computations and is thus not a
pure transmission of data. But the exploration witness forbids doing whatever:
only a finite set of symbols can be updated. And we provide a realistic example
of such a function which mainly correspond to the bsplib’s primitives [22].

And why is it not just a permutation of values to be exchanged?

The communications can be used to model synchronous interactions with the
environment (input/ouput or error messages, etc.) and therefore make appear
or disappear values.

And when using bsplib and other bsp libraries, I can switch between sequential
computations and bsp ones. Why not model this kind of feature?

The sequential parts can be modeled as purely asynchronous computations
replicated and performed by all the processors. Or, one processor (typically the
first one) is performing these computations while other processors are “waiting”
with an empty computation phase.

In [3,2,15,16], the authors give more general postulates about concurrent and/or
distributed algorithms? Why not using their works by adding some restrictions
to take into account the bsp model of execution?

It is another solution. But we think that the restrictions on “more complex”
postulates is not a natural characterization of the bsp algorithms. It is better for
a model to be expressed at its natural level of abstraction in order to highlight its
own properties. For example, there is the problematic of the cost model which is
inherent to a bridging model like bsp: It is not clear how such restrictions could
highlight the cost model.

Fine. But are you sure about your postulates? I mean, are they completely (and
not more) defined bsp algorithms?

It is impossible to be sure because we are formalizing a concept that is
currently only intuitive. But as they are general and simple, we believe that
they correctly capture this intuitive idea. We prove in the next section that a
natural operational model for bsp characterizes exactly those postulates.

Would not that be too abstract? The bsp model is supposed to be a bridging
model.

We treat algorithms at their natural level of abstraction, and not as some-
thing to refine to machines: We explicitly assume that our primitives may not
be elementary for a typical modern architecture (but could be so in the future)
and that they can achieve a potentially complex operation in one step. This
makes it possible to get away from a considered hardware model and makes it
possible to calculate the costs in time (and in space) in a given framework which
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can be variable according to what is considered elementary. For example, in an
Euclidean algorithm, it is either the Euclidean division that is elementary or the
subtraction. If your bsp algorithm uses elementary operations which can not be
realized on the bsp machine considered, then you are just not at the right level
abstraction. Our work is still valid for any level of abstraction.

3 BSP-ASM captures the BSP algorithms

The four previous postulates define the bsp algorithms from an axiomatic view-
point but that does not mean that they have a model, or in, other words, that
they are defined from an operational point of view. In the same way that the
model of computation asm captures the set of the sequential algorithms [10], we
prove in this section that the asmBSP model captures the bsp algorithms.

3.1 Definition and operational semantics of ASM-BSP

Definition 4 (ASM Program [10]).

Π
def
= f (t1, . . . , tα) := t0
| if F then Π1 else Π2 endif

| par Π1‖ . . . ‖Πn endpar

where f has arity α; F is a formula; θ1, . . . , θα, θ0 are terms of L(X). No-
tice that if n = 0 then par Π1‖ . . . ‖Πn endpar is the empty program. If in
if F then Π1 else Π2 endif the program Π2 is empty we will write simply
if F then Π1 endif. An asm machine [10] is thus a kind of Turing machine
using not a tape but an abstract structure X.

Definition 5 (ASM Operational Semantics).

∆(f (θ1, . . . , θα) := θ0, X)
def
=
{

(f, θ1
X
, . . . , θα

X
, θ0

X
)
}

∆(if F then Π1 else Π2 endif, X)
def
= ∆(Πi, X)

where

{
i = 1 if F is true on X
i = 2 otherwise

∆(par Π1‖ . . . ‖Πn endpar, X)
def
= ∆(Π1, X) ∪ · · · ∪∆(Πn, X)

Notice that the semantics of the par is a set of updates done simultaneously,
which differs from an usual imperative framework. A state of a asmBSP machine
is a p-tuple of memories (X1, . . . , Xp). We assume that the asmBSP programs
are spmd (single program multiple data) which means that at each step of com-
putation, the asmBSP program Π is executed individually on each processor.

Therefore Π induces a multiset of updates
−→
∆ and a transition function τΠ :

−→
∆(Π,

(
X1, . . . , Xp

)
)

def
=
(
∆(Π,X1), . . . ,∆(Π,Xp)

)
τΠ
(
X1, . . . , Xp

) def
=
(
X1 ⊕∆(Π,X1), . . . , Xp ⊕∆(Π,Xp)

)
If τΠ(

−→
X ) =

−→
X , then every processor has finished its computation steps. In

that case we assume that there exists a communication function to ensure the
communication between processors.
Definition 6. An asmBSP machine M is a triplet (S(M), I(M), τM ) such that:
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1. S(M) is a set of tuples of structures with the same finite signature L(M);

S(M) and I(M) ⊆ S(M) are closed by multi-isomorphism;
2. τM : S(M) 7→ S(M) verifies that there exists a program Π and an application

commM : S(M) 7→ S(M) such that:

τM (
−→
X ) =

{
τΠ(
−→
X ) if τΠ(

−→
X ) 6=

−→
X

commM (
−→
X ) otherwise

3. commM verifies that:
(1) For every state

−→
X such that τΠ(

−→
X ) =

−→
X , commM preserves the universes

and the number of processors, and commutes with multi-isomorphisms
(2) There exists a finite set of terms T (commM ) such that for every state

−→
X

and
−→
Y with τΠ(

−→
X ) =

−→
X and τΠ(

−→
Y ) =

−→
Y , if they coincide over T (commM )

then
−→
∆(M,

−→
X ) =

−→
∆(M,

−→
Y ).

We denote by asmBSP the set of such machines. As before, a state
−→
X is said

final if τM (
−→
X ) =

−→
X . So if

−→
X is final then τΠ(

−→
X ) =

−→
X and commM (

−→
X ) =

−→
X .

The last conditions about the communication function may seem arbitrary,
but they are required to ensure that the communication function is not a kind
of magic device. For example, without these conditions, we could imagine that
commM may compute the output of the algorithm in one step, or solve the halt-
ing problem. Moreover, we construct an example of commM in [22] (Section D).

3.2 The BSP-ASM thesis

We prove that asmBSP captures the computation phases of the bsp algorithms in
three steps. First, we prove that during an execution, each set of updates is the
interpretation of an asm program (Lemma 8 p.16 [22]). Then, we prove an equiva-
lence between these potentially infinite number of programs (Lemma 9 p.17). Fi-
nally, by using the third postulate, we prove in Lemma 10 p.18 that there is only
a bounded number of relevant programs, which can be merged into a single one.

Proposition 1 (BSP-ASMs capture Computations of BSP Algorithms).
For every bsp algorithm A, there exists an asm program ΠA such that for every
state

−→
X in a computation phase:

−→
∆(ΠA,

−→
X ) =

−→
∆(A,

−→
X ).

Theorem 1. algoBSP=asmBSP (The proof is available in [22], Section C p.20)

3.3 Cost model property and the function of communication

There is two more steps in order to claim that asmBSP objects are the bsp
bridging model algorithms: (1) To ensure that the duration corresponds to the
standard cost model and; (2) To solve issues about the communication function.

Cost model. If the execution begins with a communication, we assume that
no computation is done for the first superstep. We remind that a state

−→
Xt is in

a computation phase if there exists 1 ≤ i ≤ p such that compA(Xi
t) 6= Xi

t . The
computation for every processor is done in parallel, step by step. So, the cost in

time of the computation phase is w
def
= max1≤i≤p (wi), where wi is the number

of steps done by the processor i (on processor Xi) during the superstep.
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Then the state is in a communication phase, when the messages between
the processors are sent and received. Notice that commA may require several
steps in order to communicate the messages, which contrasts with the usual
approach in bsp where the communication actions of a superstep are considered
as one unit. But this approach would violate the third postulate, so we had to
consider a step-by-step communication approach, then consider these actions as
one communication phase. asmBSP exchanges terms and we show in [22] how
formally define the size of terms. But we can imagine a machine that must
further decompose the terms in order to transmit them (in bits for example).
We just assume that the data are communicable in time g for a 1-relation.

So, during the superstep, the communication phase requires h × g steps.
It remains to add the cost of the synchronization of the processors, which is
assumed in the usual bsp model to be a parameter L. Therefore, we obtained a
cost property which is sound with the standard bsp cost model.

A realization of the communication An example of a communication func-
tion for the standard bsplib’s primitives bsp_get, bsp_put, bsp _send bsp_move
is presented in [22] (Section D).

Proposition 2 (Communication). A function of communication, with rou-
tines for distant readings/writings and point-to-point sendings, performing an
h-relation and requiring at most h exchanges can be designed using asm.

One may argue that the last postulate allows the communication function
to do computations. To avoid it, we assume that the terms in the exploration
witness T (M) can be separated between T (Π) and T (commM ) such that T (Π) is
for the states in a computation phase, and that for every update (f,−→a , b) of a
processor Xi in a communication phase, either there exists a term t ∈ T (commM )

such that b = t
Xi

, or there exists a variable v ∈ T (Π) and a processor Xj such

that b = t
vX

j
Xi

(representation presented in Section D p.24). To do a com-
putation, a term like x + 1 is required, so the restriction to a variable prevents
the computations of the terms in T (Π). Or course, the last communication step
should be able to write in T (Π), and the final result should be read in T (Π).

4 Conclusion and Future Work

4.1 Summary of the Contribution

A bridging model provides a common level of understanding between hardware
and software engineers. It provides software developers with an attractive escape
route from the world of architecture-dependent parallel software [20]. The bsp
bridging model allows the design of “immortal” (efficient and portable) parallel
algorithms using a realistic cost model (and without any overspecification re-
quiring the use of a large number of parameters) that can fit most distributed
architectures. It has been used with success in many domains [1].

We have given an axiomatic definition of bsp algorithms by adding only one
postulate to the sequential ones for sequential algorithms [10] which has been
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widely accepted by the scientific community. Mainly this postulate is the call of
a function of communication. We abstract how communication is performed, not
be restricting to a specific bsp library. We finally answer previous criticisms by
defining a convincing set of parallel algorithms running in a predictable time.

Our work is relevant because it allows universality (immortal stands for bsp
computing): all future bsp algorithms, whatever their specificities, will be cap-
tured by our definitions. So, our asmBSP is not just another model, it is a class
model, which contains all bsp algorithms.

This small addition allows a greater confidence in this formal definition com-
pared to previous work: Postulates of concurrent asms do not provide the same
level of intuitive clarity as the postulates for sequential algorithms. But our work
is limited to bsp algorithms even if it is still sufficient for many hpc and big-data
applications. We have thus revisited the problem of the “parallel ASM thesis”
i.e., to provide a machine-independent definition of bsp algorithms and a proof
that these algorithms are faithfully captured by asmBSP. We also prove that the
cost model is preserved which is the main novelty and specificity of this work
compared to the traditional work about distributed or concurrent asms.

4.2 Questions and answers about this work

Why do you use a new model of computation asmBSP instead of asms only?
Indeed, each processor can be seen as a sequential asm. So, in order to simu-
late one step of a bsp algorithm using several processors, we could use pids to
compute sequentially the next step for each processor by using an asm.

Even if such a simulation exists between these two models, what you mean, a
“sequentialization” (each processor, one after the other) of the bsp model of exe-
cution, cannot be exactly the function of transition of the postulates. Moreover,
in order to stay bounded, having p exploration witness (one for each sequential
asm) induces p to be a constant for the algorithm. In our work, p is only fixed of
each execution, making the approach more general when modeling algorithms.
Is another model possible to characterize the bsp algorithms?

Sure. This can be more useful for proving some properties. But that would
be the same set, just another way to describe it.
So, reading the work of [3], a distributed machine is defined as a set of pairs
(a,Πa) where a is the name of the machine and Πa a sequential asm. Reading
your definition, I see only one Π and not ”p” processors as in the bsp model. I
thus not imagine a bsp computer as it is.

You are absolutely right but we do not model a bsp computer, our work
is about bsp algorithms. The asmBSP program contains the algorithm which is
used on each “processor” (a first-order structure as explain before). These are the
postulates (axiomatic point of view) that characterize the class of bsp algorithms
rather than a set of abstract machines (operational point of view). That is closer
to the original approach [10]. We also want to point out that, unlike [3], we are not
limited to a finite (fixed) set of machines: In our model, an algorithm is defined
for p = 1, 2, 1000, etc. And we are not limited to point-to-point communications.
Ok, but with only a single code, you cannot have all the parallel algorithms...
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We follow [4] about the difference between a PARallel composition of SE-
Quential actions (PAR of SEQ) and a SEQuential composition of PARallel ac-
tions (SEQ of PAR). Our asmBSP is SEQ(PAR). This leads to a macroscopic
point of view1 which is close to a specification. Being a SEQ(PAR) model allows
a high level description of the bsp algorithms.

So, why are you limited to spmd computations?

Different codes can be run by the processors using conditionals on the “id” of
the processors. For example “if pid=0 then code1 else code2” for running “code1”
(e.g. master part) only on processor 0. Again, we are not limited to spmd com-
putations. The asm program Π fully contains the bsp algorithm, that is all the
“actions” that can be performed by any processors, not necessarily the same
instructions: Each processor picks the needed instruction to execute but there
could be completly different. Only the size of Π is finite due to the exploration
witness. For example, it is impossible to have a number of conditionals in Π
that depends of p. Indeed, according to Lemma 4, during a computation phase,
if two processors coincide over the exploration witness, then they will use the
same code. And according to Postulate 3, the exploration witness is bounded.
So, there exists only a bounded number c of possible subroutines during the
computation phase, even if p >> c.

Notice that processors may not know their own ids and there is no order in
p-tuples; We never use such a property: Processors are organized like a set and
we use tuples only for convenience of notation. We are using p-tuples just to add
the bsp execution model in the original postulates of [10].

Ok, but I cannot get the interleavings of the computations as in [3]? Your model
seems very synchronous!

The bsp model makes the hypothesis that the processors are uniform. So
if one processor can perform one step of the algorithm, there is no reason to
lock it just to highlight an interleaving. And if there is nothing to do, it does
nothing until the phase of communication. Our execution model is thus largely
“asynchronous” during the computation phases.

Speaking about communication, why apply several times the function of commu-
nication? When designing a bsp algorithm, I use once a collective operation!

An asm is like a Turing machine. It is not possible to perform all the com-
munications in a single step: The exploration witness forbids doing this. Our
function of communication performs some exchanges until there are no more.

What happens in case of runtime errors during communications?

Typically, when one processor has a bigger number of super-steps than other
processors, or when there is an out-of-bound sending or reading, it leads to a
runtime error. The bsp function of communication can return a ⊥ value. That
causes a stop of the operational semantics of the asmBSP.

1 Take for example a bsp sorting algorithm: First all the processors locally sort there
own data, and then, they perform some exchanges in order to have the elements
sorted between them. One defines it as a sequence of parallel actions and being also
independent to the number of processors.
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4.3 Related work

As far as we know, some work exists to model distributed programs using asms
[15] but none to convincingly characterize bsp algorithms. In [6], authors model
the p3l set of skeletons. That allows the analyze of p3l programs using standard
asm tools but not a formal characterization of what p3l is and is not.

The first work to extend asms for concurrent, distributed, agent-mobile al-
gorithms is [2]. Too many postulates are used making the comprehension hard
to follow or worse (loss of confidence). A first attempt to simplify this work has
been done in [16] and again simplified in [7] by the use of multiset comprehen-
sion terms to maintain a kind of bounded exploration. Then, the authors prove
that asms captures these postulates. Moreover, we are interested in distributed
(hpc) computations more than parallel (threading) asms.

We want to clarify one thing. The asm thesis comes from the fact that se-
quential algorithms work in small steps, that is steps of bounded complexity.
But the number of processors (or computing units) is unbounded for parallel
algorithms, which motivated the work of [2] to define parallel algorithms with
wide steps, that is steps of unbounded complexity. Hence the technicality of the
presentation, and the unconvincing attempts to capture parallel algorithms [3].

Extending the asms for distributed computing is not new [3]. We believe that
these postulates are more general than ours but we think that our extension
still remains simple and natural for bsp algorithms. The authors are also not
concerned about the problem of axiomatizing classes of algorithms using a cost
model which is the heart of our work and the main advantage of the bsp model.

4.4 Future Work

This work leads to many possible work. First, how to adapt our work to a
hierarchical extension of bsp [21] which is closer to modern hpc architectures?

Second, bsp is a bridging model between hardwares and softwares. It could be
interesting to study such a link more formally. For example, can we prove that the
primitives of a bsp language can trully “be bsp” on a typical cluster architecture?

Thirdly, we are currently working on extending the work of [13] in order to
give the bsp algorithmic completeness of a bsp imperative programming lan-
guage. There are some concrete applications: There are many languages having
a bsp-like model of execution, for example pregel [12] for writing large-graph
algorithms. An interesting application is proving which are bsp algorithmically
complete and are not. bsplib programs are intuitively bsp. mapreduce is a
good candidate to be not [14]. Similarly, one can imagine proving which lan-
guages are too expressive for bsp. mpi is intuitively one of them. Last, the first
author is working on postulates for more general distributed algorithm à la mpi.

In any case, studying the bsp-ram (such as the communication-oblivious of
[19]) or mapreduce, would led to define subclasses of bsp algorithms.
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